For random sequences with unrestricted maximal correlation coefficient strictly less than 1, sufficient moment conditions for almost sure convergence of a series and for the strong law of large numbers are given.
The purpose of this note is to show that the condition lim^oo p(k) < 1 suffices to get the criterion for almost sure convergence of a random series in terms of the moments of individual random variables. We also prove the strong law of large numbers under a somehow weaker mixing condition. For other almost sure convergence results using different mixing measures of dependence, see Peligrad [9] , Stout [11] , and the references therein. Theorem 1. Suppose p(k) < 1 for some k < oo. Assume E{£k} = 0, E{^|} = 1 for all k, and suppose there is 8 > 0 such that supA:E{|^|2+(5} < oo. If zZh=i al < °° > men me sefies Y^h=i ak£k converges almost surely. By Kronecker's lemma, Theorem 1 implies the law of large numbers. However, using Szablowski [12] , a stronger result can be obtained, assuming both weaker mixing and weaker moment conditions. The weaker mixing condition is based on the following coefficient. then there is C = C(p, p) such that the following implication holds. If X (respectively, Xt) is a centered 9-measurable (respectively, ^-measurable) random variable, E{\X\P} < oo and E{\X*\P} < oo, then there is a random variable Z on the same probability space (Sl,J?,P) such that (4) X = E{Z\^} and X» = E{Z|iQ; (5) ||Z||p<c(imiP + pf,y.
Remark 4. For the proof of Theorem 1, we shall need only values 1 < p < 2. In this case our proof gives C(p, p) = 22lp(l -p2~2lp)~x.
Proof. Suppose that 1 < p < 2. Let A be a linear operator defined by A(-) = E{E{-\9t}\9'} and let E(-) denote the linear operator of taking the expected value E{-} . Clearly, \\A -E||/,2-l2 < p and \\Ak -EHz,,-^, < 2. Furthermore, it is easy to check that for k > 1 we have (A -E)k = Ak -E. Therefore, for k > 1, the Riesz interpolation theorem (here we use the real version of the Riesz-Thorin theorem, see [10, §22] ) implies \\Ak-E\\Lp^Lp < (IP-E^ll^zJ^GI^-EIU,^,)2^1 < p2^-lM22/p-x. is well defined and (5) holds by the triangle inequality. By a simple computation (4) holds. This ends the proof in the case 1 < p < 2. If 2 < p < oo the only change needed in the proof is to use \\Ak -E\\Eoo^Loc < 2 for the Riesz-Thorin interpolation theorem.
The following result is related to Lemma 1 and Lemma 5 in Bradley [2] .
Lemma 2. Let p := p(l) < I, q > 1, be fixed. There is C -C(q, p) < oo, which depends on p and q only such that if Yj are centered o(£,j)-measurable with finite qth moments, j > 1, then for all N > 1 and all k < N, Proof. Fix k < N. Let (e7) be i.i.d. random variables independent of (Yj) with P(ej = ±1) = 1/2. We claim that there is K = K(q, p) < oo such that (7) e| j^Yj U/nJ £>,T; 1.
Clearly, (6) follows from (7) by the Khinchine inequality.
To prove (7), following Bradley [2] we consider random variables S, S* on the product probability space 2t*»*+1»-,JVJ x Sl with the product measure Moreover, by a well-known consequence of the Hahn-Banach theorem applied to each of the terms on the right-hand side of (8) E{|y.n = E{|yn = i, i/P + i/g = i.
Since by assumption E{Sq} -0, we can replace Y and Y» in (9) Proof of Theorem 2. The result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4 in Szablowski [12] used together with Lemma 1 in Bradley [2] . Since in our case there is no need for using the full scope of Szablowski's theory, a short proof based on his ideas is given below. converges a.s. Also it is easy to see that by the trivial inequality 2\ab\ < a2 + b2
and (13) E 2 (-^j)2 E{\Snun+i\} < e «-3/2e{(£")2} + \zrf E «~5/2 E mk)2}. Therefore limsup"_00(X")2 < liminf"_00(X")2 a.s., which concludes the proof.
